Indian Institute of Technology Bombay
Office of Dean (IPS)

Notice Inviting Tender (Amended)

Earlier NIT Ref No:- IIT(B)/Dean (IPS)/CACI/H-19/NIT/01 dated 14.09.2022, stands withdrawn.

Amended NIT No:- IIT(B)/Dean (IPS)/CACI/H-19/NIT/R1 dated 01.11.2022

"Construction of Hostel No.19 Building for 1052 students (G+9 upper Storey’s) including Finishing works, Water supply & Sanitary installations, Internal Electrical Installation & cable laying, Firefighting system, Automatic Fire Alarm & PA System, Lifts, Mechanical Ventilation and Development works at IIT Bombay. the revised tender document is uploaded on CPPP as well as IITB website ([https://www.iitb.ac.in/deanpl/tender.html](https://www.iitb.ac.in/deanpl/tender.html)) as well as from 02.11.2022 to 25.11.2022.

Prebid meeting shall be held at 11:00 hours on **10.11.2022** at the office of Dean (IPS) 3rd floor, Main Building, IIT Bombay, Powai, Mumbai 400 076.

[Signature]
Dean (IPS)

Indian Institute of Technology Bombay